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The Grassroots Leadership & the Arts for Social Change Corner

Wasn’t That A Time: Stories & Songs That
Moved The Nation: A Community Radio
Broadcast For SNCC Freedom Singers
Matthew & Marshall Jones

 Susan (Susie) J. Erenrich is a social movement history documentarian. She uses the arts for
social change to tell stories about transformational leadership, resilience, and societal shifts as a
result of mobilization efforts by ordinary citizens. Her career in nonprofit/arts management, civic
engagement, community organizing and community service spans more than four decades. She
has diversified teaching experience at universities, public schools, and community-based
programs for at-risk, low-income populations; has edited and produced historical audio
recordings and anthologies; and has extensive performance, choreography, and production
experience. Susie holds a Ph.D. in Leadership and Change from Antioch University.

She is the editor of The Cost of Freedom: Voicing a Movement After Kent State 1970; Freedom Is a Constant Struggle: An Anthology of the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement;
and Kent & Jackson State 1970-1990. She is co-editor of Grassroots Leadership & the Arts for Social Change (a volume in ILA's BLB series) and A Grassroots Leadership & Arts
for Social Change Primer for Educators, Organizers, Activists & Rabble-Rousers. Two forthcoming co-edited collections are slated for publication in 2023: A Grassroots Leadership
& Music for Social Change Primer for Educators, Organizers, Activists & Rabble-Rousers; and Too Many Martyrs: Student Massacres at Orangeburg, Kent & Jackson State During
the Vietnam War Era. Visit her author page on Amazon for more details.

For five years she hosted and produced Wasn't That A Time: Stories & Songs That Moved The Nation, a live community radio broadcast on WERA.FM. Listen to Wasn’t That A
Time on-demand on Mixcloud, a virtual platform.

 

On January 15, 2021, I produced a special community radio broadcast for SNCC
Freedom Singers, Matthew [pictured right] and Marshall Jones [pictured above].
The men were domestic foot soldiers in the Civil Rights Movement army. Their
battalion was made up of an extraordinary group of enlisted men and women who
put their bodies on the line in the 1960s to fight for racial equality. Matt and
Marshall were part of the special forces. They were musical, on-the-ground
organizers involved in a dangerous operation to bring about social reforms for
Southern Blacks, including voting rights, better schools, and adequate housing.
Music was their nonviolent weapon of choice.

The tribute was one of 182 weekly one-hour radio broadcasts titled, Wasn't That A Time: Stories & Songs That Moved
The Nation. The show began on January 13, 2017, and it ended in December 2021. It aired every Friday on WERA-LP
Arlington, VA 96.7 FM from 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM. [Listen Here]

Through the arts for social change, the show featured narratives and music that highlighted transformational leadership,
resilience, and societal shifts as a result of mobilization efforts by ordinary citizens. Each program introduced listeners to
a different theme. Depending on the topic, an assortment of guests were invited to discuss the selected motif
interspersed with topical ballads written by various troubadours of conscience.

Although some programming was pre-recorded, until COVID, listeners had the option to tune in live, live stream, or listen
at their convenience on-demand by going to wera.fm or to Wasn’t That A Time on Mixcloud, a virtual platform.

What follows is the edited transcript of the show on January 15, 2021, and a link to the radio broadcast. Some of the
lyrics are not included due to copyright protections, and some content was added to place the songs into context.

Enjoy!

Remembering SNCC Freedom Singers Matthew & Marshall Jones
Wasn’t That A Time is dedicating this space to historian, author, professor, playwright, and activist — Howard Zinn.
Howard’s extraordinary book, A People’s History of the United States: 1492-Present, left an indelible impression on
generations of folks, including the host of this show, who was a longtime mentee of the man.

Sadly, Howard died on January 27, 2010. His physical presence may be gone — but his spirit looms large in the hearts of
those left behind.

Today on Wasn’t That A Time: Stories & Songs That Moved The Nation, we are going to mark the MLK Holiday by
celebrating the lives and music of SNCC Freedom Singers Matt and Marshall Jones. I’m Susie Erenrich – your host for the
hour.

Song: Prophecy of a SNCC Field Secretary

“In the summer of 1963, when I was a SNCC Field Secretary in Danville, VA, I wrote this skit. On an old out of tune
piano, I tried to create a prophetic vision of a grandfather, who thirty years into the future says to his grandchildren, ‘I
was really the person who did all the work in the movement.’ He knew he was lying but who would find out. His children
did. This prophecy came true. So many people are lying about their involvement in the Movement. They are not giving
credit where credit is due. They are writing and saying, ‘I will tell you who was important. I will tell you who did the
work.’ They are revising history with no remorse. Truth crushed to earth will rise again!” — Matthew Jones, Songs Of
Dissent Live!, Liner Notes.

SPOKEN

Grandson: What happened in 1969, Grandpa?
Grandpa: You mean what happened in 1960?
Grandson: Yeah – What happened in 1960? How we got free?

SUNG
Come here child, sit on my knee, let me tell you how we got free.
It all started a long time ago in nineteen sixty.
T’was the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

SPOKEN
Grandson: How’d it all get started, Grandpa?
Grandpa: You mean to tell me after I got all these schools integrated, you’re gonna ask me that? I should be asking you.
Grandson: But I don’t know, Grandpa.
Grandpa: Well, I’ll tell you then.

SUNG
It all started in North Carolina, the city of Greensboro,
When some students at A & T decided to stop the white man’s terror.
It was the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

SPOKEN
Grandson: Grandpa, what’s all this terror?
Grandpa: Well, let me think…

SUNG
Segregation was the terror,
The students fought this sin,
They used a powerful weapon,
They called the sit-in.
It was the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

SPOKEN
Grandpa: You know those white folks really got scared.
Grandson: What were they scared of, Grandpa?
Grandpa: They really got scared of…

SUNG
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

SPOKEN
Grandson: What were some of their names, Grandpa?
Grandpa: Their names? You mean outside of me?
Grandson: Yeah, Grandpa.
Grandpa: Well, ah…John Lewis, they said he did all the work, he was the Chairman. But really, I was the Chairman
underneath, you know how it is.
There was Charles Sherrod…

SUNG
I remember a long time ago when things were mighty hard.
Up popped a nonviolent man, his name was Charles Sherrod, of
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

SPOKEN
Grandpa: You know, I’m trying to think of who the Executive Secretary was… Never seem to remember that fellow’s
name…
Grandson: I thought you told me YOU were the chairman, Grandpa?
Grandpa: I told you I was the chairman underneath. You know you always have someone underneath doing all the work.
I didn’t make the history books because I believe in sharing. I’m trying to think of his name…
Grandson: You mean you were the ‘undercover Uncle Tom…’
Grandpa: You know this younger generation is going wild.
We wanted integration, we didn’t want you to be a disgrace. Let me see if I can think of his name…

SUNG

Freedom, freedom…it’s a shame, I can’t remember his name,
Freedom, his name was Jim Forman, of
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee,
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

Words and music by Matthew Jones © 1963 Wisdom Train, ASCAP; reprinted with permission.

You just heard Prophecy of a SNCC Field Secretary from Songs of Dissent Live! performed by SNCC Freedom Singers
Matthew and Marshall Jones, and Emory Harris, with Bill Perlman on guitar. Matt wrote the song in the summer of 1963.

Matthew Jones passed away on March 30, 2011. He was seventy-four years young. Marshall Jones died on March 29,
2020. He was eighty-two. For folks who aren’t familiar with the brothers here’s a brief bio:

For twenty years we were musical co-conspirators. From a personal standpoint, for me, they were family. After a rocky
start, we cemented a bond that lasted until their deaths.

Historically, Matt (or Matthew to some) made his mark. He was one of the leaders of the Nashville student movement
while enrolled at Tennessee State University in 1960. He wrote his first freedom song in 1961 and in 1963 developed the
Danville Voices. The group would go into the tobacco fields of Virginia using freedom songs as an organizing tool. In
Danville he wrote many anthems. In the fall of 1963, Matt went to Atlanta to reorganize the SNCC Freedom Singers into
an all-male group. He remained with them until 1967. Matt was arrested 29 times while he was involved in the Civil
Rights Movement. For more than five decades he dedicated his life to the ongoing struggles for social change. Matt
composed more than 500 songs during his lifetime.

Marshall Jones was involved in the Civil Rights Movement in Knoxville while studying at the University of Tennessee. His
dream was to become an opera singer. His brother Matthew believed that the Movement needed him more and
encouraged him to join the all-male group of SNCC Freedom Singers in 1963 to work full time against social injustice and
inequality. After the group disbanded in 1967 Marshall was employed as a caseworker for the Department of Juvenile
Justice Detention Center in New York and served as a twice elected union delegate for District Council 37, which
represents over one million people. Marshall continued to get together with the surviving SNCC Freedom Singers until he
took his last breath.

We’re going to continue our musical journey with a tune Matt composed in June of 1963 while he was a SNCC Field
Secretary in Danville, Virginia — Legend Of Danville. It is a blow-by-blow account of the beatings, jailings, and brutality
that occurred during a demonstration that took place in that city. Legend Of Danville, performed here by his brother
Marshall, is from Songs Of Dissent Live! That will be followed by When I Was Young — performed by Matt and Marshall
Jones from The Long Walk To Freedom Reunion Concert.

Song: Legend of Danville

In Danville on June the tenth
In the year of sixty-three
From Bibleway Church to the court house
Some people marched to be free.

The night was dark and the journey long
As they marched two abreast
But with the spirit of freedom songs
They didn’t need no rest.

Move on, Move on, Move on with the Freedom Fight
Move on, Move on, We’re fighting for equal rights.

As they fell down on their knees
Led by Reverend McGhee
looked up and cried, “Lord, please
We want to be free.”
They heard the voice of Chief McCann
As it cut across the prayer
I’ll never forget those violent words,
“{{N-word}}, get out of here.”

And as they heard those brutal words
They didn’t turn around
The water from the fire hose
Knocked them to the ground.

And as they fell down on the ground
They were hit with Billy sticks
I’ll never forget that terrible sound
As the people’s heads did split.

Move on, Move on, Move on with the Freedom Fight
Move on, Move on, We’re fighting for equal rights.

Don’t you stumble brother don’t you falter
Oh Mother don’t you weep
We’re climbing up to our freedom
Although the road is steep

On June 13 we marched again
They used tear gas bombs
The grand jury indicted us
On five thousand dollars bond.

In Danville town’s corrupted courts
We got no justice done
We were found guilty before the trial
And the judge, he wore a gun.

Move on, Move on, Move on with the Freedom Fight
Move on, Move on, We’re fighting for equal rights.

Words and music by Matthew Jones © 1963 Wisdom Train, ASCAP; reprinted with permission.

Song: When I Was Young

“My brother Marshall and I were inducted into the National Voting Rights Hall of Fame in Selma, Alabama on March 6,
1995. At that time, I began to think of the many years I had been fighting for freedom. It was sobering to realize that
three decades later, I was still struggling for the same things. This song is dedicated to Lawrence Guyot, Stokely
Carmichael and all the other freedom fighters who are still doing the same thing.” — Matthew Jones, The Long Walk To
Freedom Reunion Concert, Liner Notes.

When I was young, I fought for freedom.
When I was young, I fought the Klan.
Who would have thought, I’d still be fighting
Thirty or forty years down the line.

When I was young, I fought for justice.
When I was young, I fought for peace.
Who would have thought, I’d still be fighting
Thirty or forty years down the line.

Freedom, fighting for freedom;
Thirty or forty years down the line.

When I was young, I fought for unions.
When I was young, I fought to vote.
Who would have thought, I’d still be fighting
Thirty or forty years down the line.

When I was young, I fought for housing.
When I was young, I fought for jobs.
Who would have thought, I’d still be fighting
Thirty or forty years down the line.

Freedom, fighting for freedom;
Thirty or forty years down the line.

When I was young, I fought segregation.
When I was young, I fought Jim Crow.
Who would have thought, I’d still be fighting
Thirty or forty years down the line.

Freedom, fighting for freedom;
Thirty or forty years down the line.

When I was young, I fought for children.
When I was young, I fought for love.
Who would have thought, I’d still be fighting
Thirty or forty years down the line.

Freedom, fighting for freedom;
Thirty or forty years down the line.
Thirty or forty years down the line.
Thirty or forty years down the line.

Words and Music by Matthew Jones © 1995; reprinted with permission.

We are going to close out the first half of the show with a few covers. First, we are
going to listen to, "What’s That I Hear," performed by Matt and Marshall Jones,
Magpie, and Kim and Reggie Harris [pictured] from The Long Walk To Freedom
Reunion Concert. The song was written by Phil Ochs. It was adopted by the all-male
group of SNCC Freedom Singers for their repertoire back in the 1960s. It was one
of several covers that Matt singled out for the group’s musical reserve.

Even though Matt was a prolific writer and didn’t need to depend on other artists to
fill out the set list for performances, there were a few gems that were too good to
pass by. That tune will be followed by, "The Times They Are A-Changin’" performed
by Matt and Marshall Jones, and Magpie from Songs of Dissent Live! Matt sang a few
Bob Dylan compositions during the Songs of Dissent Live! concert that I produced
back in 1997.

Note: The printed lyrics are not included for either of these songs due to copyright
protections. Folks can hear the tunes by listening to the program!

As Sonny Ochs wrote in the liner notes for The Long Walk to Freedom Reunion
Concert, “This song was adopted by the Freedom Singers in the mid 1960s for their
repertoire even though it was composed by a white northerner. Its simplicity and message make it a great sing-along for
gatherings.”

“From the time my father wrote a newspaper article that caused the Klan to run him out of town, to the time I knew that
nonviolence was the way, to the time that Black Power had its sway, to the time they drafted me to fight, to the time I
said it ain’t right. Times keep a-changin’, times keep a-changin’” — Matthew Jones, Songs Of Dissent Live!, Liner Notes.

We are going to kick off the second half of the show with two tunes that were a collaborative effort between Matt Jones
and Elaine Laron in the late 1960’s, "Brother That Ain’t Good," from Songs Of Dissent Live! with Bill Perlman on guitar
followed by, "Hell No, I Ain’t Gonna Go," from The Best Of Broadside 1962 – 1988.

Song: Brother That Ain’t Good

“This song focuses on the plight of Black people in the 1960s. It is one of my few collaborations that I wrote with Elaine
Laron, a lyricist for Sesame Street and Captain Kangaroo.” — Matthew Jones, Songs Of Dissent Live!, Liner Notes.

When One man’s got millions and another ain’t got a dime
That’s when law and order’s just another name for crime
Here’s one simple fact of life that must be understood
The rich are rich because the poor are poor
And brother that ain’t no good
That ain’t good. That ain’t good, that ain’t good, that ain’t good
That ain’t good for me and my brothers, and brother that ain’t good.

You’ve got the right to starve me and I’ve got the right to cry
You’ve got the right to kill me and I’ve got the right to die
You say I must respect your rights
I don’t see how I could
If rights for you mean wrongs for me
Well brother that ain’t good
That ain’t good. That ain’t good, that ain’t good, that ain’t good
That ain’t good for me and my brothers, and brother that ain’t good.

You tell me you’re my brother as we join hands and sing
You tell me how you’ve always loved Martin Luther King
But you are also brother to the man who wears the hood
You’ve got too many brothers, man
And brother that ain’t good
That ain’t good. That ain’t good, that ain’t good, that ain’t good
That ain’t good for me and my brother, and brother that ain’t good.

You wear your McCarthy buttons and go marching in peace parades
And play at picking presidents and other nice charades
You’ll choose a man who talks of peace and love and brotherhood
While the wealth and lands stay in the same old hands
And brother that ain’t good
That ain’t good. That ain’t good, that ain’t good, that ain’t good
That ain’t good for me and my brother, and brother that ain’t good.

All you two-faced politicians who sing we shall overcome
But support the institutions I need liberation from
Well you and me ain’t we my friend let this be understood
It’s you who we shall overcome and brother that is good
That is good, that is good, that is good
That is good for me and my brother and brother that is good.

Words and Music by Matthew Jones & Elaine Laron © 1968 Wisdom Train, ASCAP; reprinted with permission.

Song: – Hell No, I Ain’t Gonna Go

“We vigil today among our neighbors to tell them: We honor and support the young men who have refused to fight in this
barbaric war. They should take such courageous action. We show our love and support of the boys in Vietnam by asking
that they be sent home safely to us at once! We mourn for those who will become killers and those who will be killed in
Vietnam. Not our sons. Not your sons. Not their sons.” — Leaflet issued by the Greenwich Village Peace Center, New York
City, 1967, published in The Vietnam Songbook, compiled and edited by Barbara Dane and Irwin Silber, The Guardian,
1969, p. 60.

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

I ain’t goin’ to Vietnam
I ain’t dyin’ for Uncle Sam.

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

I ain’t goin’ to Vietnam
I ain’t burnin' my brothers 
to save the man.

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

I ain’t goin’ to Vietnam
The Vietcong's just like I am
Up tight! Up tight! Up tight!

Let's run it down, Brother Brown
Tell every Cat just where it's at
I've had enough of Charlie’ stuff
If he messes with me I'm gonna get rough.

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

I ain’t goin’ to Vietnam
That Free World jazz is all a sham.

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

I ain’t goin’ to Vietnam
Cause the U.S. Army is the Ku Klux Klan.

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

I ain’t goin’ to Vietnam
I got business in Harlem, Watts and Birmingham

Up tight! That’s right!
I ain’t gonna go!
Hell no!

By Matthew Jones & Elaine Laron © 1967 Matthew Jones & Elaine Laron; reprinted with permission.

We are going to wind down the hour with two of Matt’s compositions performed by
others. Here’s, "Long Kesh," performed by Magpie [pictured] from Of Changes and
Dreams followed by, "Tree Of Life," performed by Kim and Reggie Harris from
Resurrection Day.

Song: Long Kesh

“After a trip to Northern Ireland, I wrote this song in the early 1980s. We were
detained on a road in Belfast by a British tank in the snow and not allowed to move
for hours. I, along with Rev. Frederick Kirkpatrick, Professor Jim Dunn, other civil rights activists, and the prisoner’s
families, were on the way to Long Kesh Prison to visit Irish inmates who were on a hunger strike. I try to show the
universal connectiveness of song.” — Matthew Jones, Songs of Dissent Live!, Liner Notes.

I went down to Long Kesh to see Bobby Sands
He was not there but his spirit keeps on living
I could see his shining face on the men & on the women
And the children, they sang Freedom songs

I went down to Atlanta to see Martin King
He was not there but his spirit keeps on living
I could see his shining face on the men & on the women
And the children, they sang freedom songs

I went down to Mississippi to see Fannie Lou Hamer 
She was not there but her spirit keeps on living
I could see her shining face on the men & on the women
And the children, they sang freedom songs

I went down to North Carolina to see Ella Baker 
She was not there but her spirit keeps on living
I could see her shining face on the men & on the women
And the children, they sang freedom songs

I went over to India to see Mahatma Gandhi
He was not there but his spirit keeps on living
I could see his shining face on the men & on the women
And the children, they sang freedom songs

I went over to Kenya to see Waangari Mathai 
She was not there but her spirit keeps on living
I could see her shining face on the men & on the women
And the children, they sang freedom songs

I went down to D.C. to see John Lewis
He was not there but his spirit keeps on living
I could see his shining face in the men and on the women
And the children, they sing Freedom songs

I went down to New York City to see Matthew Jones
He was not there but his spirit keeps on living
I could see his shining face in the men and on the women
And the children, they sing Freedom songs

Original words & music by Matthew Jones, with new words by Terry Leonino & Greg Artzner. © 1983, 1997 Matt Jones
(ASCAP). All rights reserved; reprinted with permission.

Song: Tree of Life

“Our friend Matt (1936 – 2011) lived a life dedicated to civil and human rights and peace. His commitment to self-
reflection and justice is so evident in these lyrics. A SNCC Freedom Singer and activist, he refused to be limited by
ideological constraints. This song speaks to Matt’s wisdom with elegant simplicity and contains a deep message of faith
that we can all share regardless of our chosen paths of expression.” — Kim & Reggie Harris, Resurrection Day, Liner
Notes.

There are things that we know that we don't know we know, Come to the tree of life.
There are things that we know that we don't know we know, Come to the tree of life.

Chorus: Come to the tree of life, come to the tree of life
There are things that we know that we don't know we know,
Come to the tree of life.

There are things that we say that we don't know we say, 
Come to the tree of life
There are things that we say that we don't know we say, 
Come to the tree of life.

Chorus: Come to the tree of life, come to the tree of life
There are things that we know that we don't know we know,
Come to the tree of life.

There are things that we feel that we don't know we feel, 
Come to the tree of life
There are things that we feel that we don't know we feel, 
Come to the tree of life.

Chorus: Come to the tree of life, come to the tree of life
There are things that we know that we don't know we know, 
Come to the tree of life.

There are things that we do that we don't know we do,
Come to the tree of life
There are things that we do that we don't know we do,
Come to the tree of life.

Chorus: Come to the tree of life, come to the tree of life
There are things that we know that we don't know we know,
Come to the tree of life.

Words and Music by Matthew Jones © 1977 Wisdom Train, ASCAP; reprinted with permission.

Before I close out the show with one last song, I want to thank you for tuning in to Wasn’t That A Time: Stories & Songs
That Moved The Nation on WERA-LP Arlington, VA 96.7 FM. A shout out to my extraordinary engineers Antonio Villaronga
and Rusty Roberts. I can’t thank them enough for keeping me on the air during these precarious times. You can hear all
167 episodes of Wasn’t That A Time if you follow us on Facebook.

I’m Susie Erenrich signing out with one more song performed by Matt and Marshall
Jones, and Wazir Peacock [pictured with Marshall] — one of the Mississippi SNCC
Song Leaders. Here they are with, "Oginga Odinga," from The Long Walk to
Freedom Reunion Concert.

Song: Oginga Odinga

“I wrote this song while I was in a solitary confinement cell at the Fulton County Jail
in Atlanta, Georgia in December 1963. Approximately one year later, the Freedom
Singers sang the song for Malcolm X at the Audubon Ballroom in Harlem. When we
began to sing, Malcolm X was taking notes for his speech. He heard the words and
looked surprised. Later, when he spoke, he said, “I could not help but be impressed at the outstart when the Freedom
Singers were singing the song Oginga Odinga, because Oginga Odinga is one of the foremost freedom fighters on the
African continent…the fact that you would be singing about him to me is quite significant.” — Matthew Jones, The Long
Walk To Freedom Reunion Concert, Liner Notes.

We went down to the Peachtree Manor
To see Oginga Odinga
The police say, “what’s the matter?”
To see Oginga Odinga
The police he look mighty hard
At Oginga Odinga
He got scared ‘cause he was an ex Mau-Mau
To see Oginga Odinga.
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Oginga Odinga, Oginga Odinga,
Oginga Odinga of Kenya – who?
Oginga Odinga, Oginga Odinga,
Oginga Odinga of Kenya.
Uhuru Ha! Uhur Ha!
Freedom now! Ha!
Freedom now! Ha!

Oginga said “look-a here,
What’s going on down in Selma?
If you white folks don’t straighten up,
I’m gone call Jomo Kenyatta”

Oginga Odinga, Oginga Odinga,
Oginga Odinga of Kenya – who?
Oginga Odinga, Oginga Odinga,
Oginga Odinga of Kenya.
Uhuru Ha! Uhur Ha!
Freedom now! Ha!
Freedom now! Ha!

The white folks down in Mississippi
Will knock you on your rump
And if you holler Freedom
You’ll wind up in the swamp.

Oginga Odinga, Oginga Odinga,
Oginga Odinga of Kenya – who?
Oginga Odinga, Oginga Odinga,
Oginga Odinga of Kenya.
Uhuru Ha! Uhur Ha!
Freedom now! Ha!
Freedom now! Ha!

Words & Music by Matthew Jones © 1993 Wisdom Train, ASCAP; reprinted with permission.

Epilogue

A few years back — prior to Covid and Marshall’s death — I produced a tribute
concert for Matt at the Peoples’ Voice Café in New York City for what would have
been his 80th birthday. Matt was a regular at the venue, and during my ten-year
stay in the Big Apple, we collaborated on a number of occasions. On this special
evening, I collected tributes from folks — family members, personal friends, activist
conspirators — to read throughout the night. Here’s one, that my best friend and
long-time partner penned for the show:

What happens when two tough, strong-willed, uncompromising individuals lock
horns for the first time? A few missteps by Susie in her initial phone conversation with Matt Jones, led to his hanging up
on her in the early 1990's. It could have been the end and not a beginning. Persistence and a passion for preserving and
presenting songs of the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement soon displaced distrust and initial misunderstandings and their
relationship blossomed.

Susie and I first heard Matt’s voice in the acclaimed television documentary, “Eyes on the Prize.” One verse of “Ballad of
Medgar Evers” was played in the episode ‘Mississippi: Is This America? (1962 – 1964). We knew instantly that this song,
along with his brother's “In the Mississippi River” must be part of Susie's CD project: Freedom Is A Constant Struggle:
Songs of the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement. All she had to do was make a call. The call was made. She referred to
Matt as Marshall — his brother's name, at least once.

Matt already had doubts about Susie's intentions, so calling him Marshall didn't help. But that wasn't the end of a
beautiful relationship. For the next 20 years, Matt Jones would be an integral and willing participant in every project
Susie created. The phone was their meeting place to work out the details of every venture.

It is likely that Susie spent more time on the phone with Matt over a ten-year period than anyone else, prior to her move
to New York City. Often, Matt would sing songs over the phone to get Susie's take on them. Their lives were intertwined
until the day Matt moved on in 2011.

I am fortunate to have known Matt Jones, and I treasure my time with him and his music. If you don't think that you
know Matt well enough, then listen to some of his 500 songs. There's a history lesson in his music, for everyone. — Brad
McKelvey

On August 21, 2017, Shelly Jones, Matt’s widow, drafted the following birthday wish for her husband specifically for
another Wasn’t That A Time radio broadcast. She wrote:

My Dearest Darling Husband Matthew [pictured],

As I sit down to write your birthday message for our dear friend, Susie, to read on
her radio program, Wasn’t That A Time, I am crying and I can hardly breathe. I
miss you so, and I am stumbling to find the right words. So, as I carry you in my
heart and in my very breath, I reach for your guidance: .…Take this pain and give
me freedom… [from Matt’s beautiful song, I Won’t Turn Back]

The recent horrific and shameful violence by the white right (KKK & Nazis) in
Charlottesville reminded me of the time when we first met in the early1970’s at the
Many Races Cultural Center/ Hey Brother Coffee House in NYC founded by the late Frederick Douglas Kirkpatrick, or
Brother Kirk, as we affectionately called him.

You and I were invited by Bro. Kirk to join him and some other members to participate in an interracial Book Mobile
Caravan that traveled throughout his home state of Louisiana. We traveled throughout the state holding freedom song
rallies and distributing books that we had collected on African American history. On one occasion, in Haynesville, we were
surrounded by state troopers who were pointing their rifles directly at us. Suddenly, you grabbed my hand and led us all
in singing We Shall Overcome. I can hear us now singing from the very depths of our beings, …We are not Afraid. We are
not afraid right now… The events in Charlottesville also bring to mind the time that you were badly beaten and hit over
the head with a steel chair by a jeering white mob yielding metal chains in Atlanta, Ga. In 1964. You and three other
SNCC workers (Karen Haberman, Wilson Brown & Charles Neblett) had dared to walk into a States Rights rally
spearheaded by the late Governor George Wallace.

Where would you be today? I say you would be in Charlottesville, VA with the family of Heather Heyer, giving them
strength and comfort and encouragement to carry on with the freedom fight, during this terrible time for them grieving
the loss of their beloved daughter. You would be leading them in singing…Take This Fear And Give Me Courage…I won’t
turn Back…

You are indeed no stranger to the racism and bigotry in Virginia, where you
developed and created the Danville Freedom Voices, as a SNCC Field Secretary,
organizing in the tobacco fields of Danville in 1964. Yes, sent there by your dearest
brother-friend, the late great SNCC leader, Avon William Rollins Sr. [pictured] Both
of you would be cheering and shouting for joy. Supporting the young people who
are tearing down the statues /symbols of the confederacy across the nation.

So Happy 81st Birthday my darling. I also give you birthday love from your sons
Matt 111, Gerald and Ellis Lebron, grandchildren, and yes, great grandchildren,
from Chattanooga, TN. We love and honor you today on your birthday and every
day!

So I end this letter the way we always ended our letters and cards to one another.

I loveth thee so forever and ever and throughout eternity

Your very own wife

Shelly

I’m going to close out this column with the lyrics to, "We Must Rise Again." Matt
incorporated the words into the portrait he submitted for publication in, Freedom Is a Constant Struggle: An Anthology of
the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement. The reprint of this book, which I edited, was released in November of 2021.

“Here’s a song that I wrote in 1986 in tribute to all my brothers and sisters in SNCC who gave of themselves in a struggle
for a better world.” — Matthew Jones, Freedom Is a Constant Struggle: An Anthology of the Mississippi Civil Rights
Movement, edited by Susie Erenrich, p. 172, © 1999 Black Belt Press; 2021 NewSouth Books.

We Must Rise Again 
My life has come and gone
And new life is a-dawning
But I can’t take no rest
Until I see the morning
I know that I must come again
If we are going to win
I don’t see how we can take a rest
Until we pass the test
You can’t count us out
You think that you have bought us
Now don’t forget our past
There is a lot our past has taught us
I know that I must come again
If we are gonna’ win
I don’t see how we can take a rest
Until we pass the test
If you’re feeling kind of low, brother, sister
Here is one thing that I know, brother, sister
Together we defeated the army of the Klan
We can do the same today, I hope you understand
I know that we will rise again
A new day is dawning, we see the morning
We will see the morning
Together we will rise we will see the evil crumble
So tell us no more lies
Or you will take a tumble
I know that we must come again
If we are gonna win
I don’t see how we can take a rest
Until we pass the test
We will breathe new life
We will see the light a-dawning
We will take no rest
Until we see the morning
If you’re feeling kind of scared, brother, sister
Don’t close the eye inside, brother, sister
Our children don’t know the truth
They are watching the video
But if we rise again
They will surely know I know that we will rise again
A new day is dawning
We will see the morning

[Spoken] I am a freedom fighter. I am all oppressed people rolled into one. I am African, Native American, Jew,
Palestinian, Irish—all rolled into one. Freedom! Freedom! Freedom!

Words and music by Matthew Jones © 1986 ASCAP; © 1994 Wisdom Train; reprinted with permission.
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